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Summary. Continuing the investigation in [8] we study a A-continuous Markov

operator P. It is shown that, if P is conservative and ergodic, P is indeed ' 'periodic"

as is the case when the state space is discrete; there is a positive integer 8, called

the period of P, such that the state space may be decomposed into 8 cyclically

moving sets C0, •■•,CÔ-X and, for every positive integer n, Pni acting on each C¡

alone is ergodic. It is also shown that P maps Lq(p) into Lq(p) where p is the non-

trivial invariant measure of P and 1 ^ q ^ co. If p is finite and normalized then

it is shown that (1) iffe Lœ(X), then {Pnö+kf} converges a.e. (X) to gk = T¿~¿ ci+klCi

where e¡ = 8¡c.fdp if 0 ^;' ^ 8 — 1 and c,- = c, if j = m8 + i, 0 ^ i ^ 8 — 1,

(2) {Pna+kf} converges in Lq(p) to gk if feLq(p), and(3)liminf^00PBá+t/ = gk

a.e. (X) if fe Lx(p) and / 2: 0. If p is infinite, then it is shown that (1) if / 2; 0,

feLq(p) for some 1 £ q < oo, then lim inf „„^P"f — 0 a.e. (X), (2) there exists

a sequence {Ek} of sets such that X = \jT=xEk and limn_00P"'5+i l£fe = 0 a.e. (X)

for i = 0,1,.-., 8-1 and /c = 1,2,—,

I. Introduction. Let X be a nonempty set, $", a cr-algebra of subsets of X and X,

a o--finite measure on 3C. Let p(x, y) be an 2t~ x 3C measurable function defined on

X x X satisfying the following conditions :

1. p(x, y) Sí 0 for (X X X) almost all (x, y),

2. J" p(x, y)X(dy) íá 1 for (X) almost all x.

Let Lœ(A) be the collection of all 1-essentially bounded functions and s>i(X), the

collection of all finite, real-valued, countably additive functions on SC which are

absolutely continuous with respect to X. Let s/+(X) be the collection of all non-

negative elements of stf(X). For any feLK(X), Pf is defined by

(1.1) Pf{x)= j p(x,y)f(y)X(dy),

and for any v estf(X), vP is defined by

(1.2) vP(A) = j v(dx) £ p(x, y)X(dy).

The operator P here is a special kind of A-measurable Markov operator of E,
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Hopf [7]. We call it a X-continuous Markov operator. (1.1), (1.2) remain meaning-

ful for non-negative / not necessarily 2-essentially bounded and non-negative

rj-finite measure v. The iterates P" of P are then given by

Pnf(x)= | PM(x,y)f(y)Kdy)

and

vP"(A) - j v(dx)j pM(x,y)X(dy)

where  p(n)(x,y) are defined inductively by

(1.3) p"(x,y) = JV1-1' (x,z)p(z,y)l(dz).

The function p( ■ , • ) is called the density function of P with respect to X and is

only uniquely determined by P a.e. (X x X). All subsets of X discussed in this paper

are elements of SC and all functions on X are ^"-measurable functions. Unless

otherwise indicated, for two sets A, B, A cl, A = B means that X(A — B) = 0,

X(A A B) = 0 respectively, and for two functions /, g on X, f = g, füg means

that the equality and the inequality, respectively, are satisfied except on a A-null

set. For any set A, lA is to represent the function which equals 1 on A and 0 on

the complement A' of A. IA is the A-measurable Markov operator defined by

IJ(x) = Ux)f(x),

vIA(B) = viA n B).

For any set £, define PE by

(L4) PE = I P(IE.P)n

n = 0

where £' is the complement of £. PE operating on either non-negative functions

or measures has well-defined meanings (cf. [8, §VI]). For a measure v, and a

function / we shall use the symbol <v,/> to denote the integral |/dv. For any

v e¿rf+(X), the support of v is the set A such that v(X — A) = 0, and B c A with

B being X non-null implies that v(B) > 0, "non-null" and "null" shall mean

A-non-null and 1-null respectively.

Following E. Hopf and J. Feldman we call a set A a conservative set if for every

non-null subset B of A, PBlB = 1 on B. The largest conservative set C is called

the conservative part of X. D = X — C is called the dissipative part of X. P is

conservative if X = C, dissipative if X = D. We say that a set A is closed if PlA — 1

on A. The collection of all closed subsets of C is a cr-algebra of subsets of C which

we shall denote by ^. An element A of ^ is indecomposable if A is non-null and

if the only closed subsets of A are null sets and A itself. A conservative operator F

is ergodic if X is indecomposable or, equivalently, if the only elements of if are X

and the null set. In [8] it has been shown that, for a conservative ¿-continuous
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Markov operator P, the space X may be decomposed into at most countably

many indecomposably closed sets CX,C2,•••, and that to each C¡ there is a non-

trivial cr-finite P-invariant measure p¡ which is equivalent to XIC., and every

P-invariant measure is of the form Haipi. Thus, if we consider P acting on each C¡

only, P is ergodic. In [8] we studied the convergence properties of the sequence

{ HNn = xpn(z,x)l LTn = x p"(z,y)}. It was proved that, for an ergodic conservative P,

the sequence converges to the limit /(x)//(y) where / is the derivative of an

invariant measure with respect to X. In this paper we shall proceed further to

study the asymptotic behavior of sequences {p(n)(x,y)} and {P"f}. As we know

thatL„"of"(x>);) converges on X x D, therefore, lim„^00p"(x,y) =0onIxD.

The limiting behavior of {p"(x,y)} is relatively simple on the dissipative part.

Thus we shall concentrate on conservative Markov operators.

It is well known that, if X is discrete and if P is conservative and ergodic, then

X may be partitioned into a finite number 8 of cyclically moving sets where 8 is

the period of P, and {pni(x, y)} converges as n —• co [1]. Thus in §11, a theory of

periods is developed for a A-measurable, conservative and ergodic Markov oper-

ator. Much of the work here is inspired by the pioneer work of W. Doeblin. The

theory of periods of a conservative ergodic ¿-measurable Markov operator given

here is modeled after Doeblin's (which was perfected and completed by Chung [2]).

Owing to the good manner in which the collection of all closed subsets conducts

itself, the theory takes a much simpler form here than Doeblin's original. In

§111, asymptotic properties of {p"(x, y)} and {P"f} axe studied. The device p(x)

used here is similar to Doeblin's. Two very different cases arise as expected;

namely, the case that the nontrivial invariant measure p of P is finite and the case

that p is infinite. Theorems concerning the a.e. (X) convergence of {P"f} when

feLgfX) may be considered as generalizations of convergence theorems of{P-"*}

of discrete state spaces. Theorems concerning the Lq(p) convergence of {P"f}

when feLq(p) axe new even for discrete state spaces. There remains the open

question whether there is also a.e.(A) convergence for {P"f} when feLq(p) and P

is aperiodic. I am only able to show that, if / is non-negative liminfn_00P"/ is

equal to the Lq(p) limit a.e. (X) for the case of a finite p, and liminf„_00P"/ = 0

a.e. (X) for the case of an infinite p. Some results for the case that p is finite are

similar to those of S. Orey [9] which is based on a hypothesis of T. E. Harris.

I am indebted to K. L. Chung who introduced me to Doeblin's work.

II. Periods of ¿-measurable! conservative ergodic Markov operators. We recall

that the properties of a set in SC being transient, conservative, closed, etc., were

defined with reference to a A-measurable Markov operator P. If there are more

than one Markov operator these terminologies will be prefixed by "P-" or "Q-"

to distinguish that the properties are referred to operator P or Q respectively.

In this section attention will be paid mainly to iterations Pk of P.

Lemma 2.1. Let k be a positive integer. Then, a set R is P-conservative if and
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only if R is Pk-conservative; it follows that, if P is conservative, so is Pk and

-vice versa.

Proof. A non-null set R is F-conservative if and only if, for every non-null set

SezzR,   I^=0Pnh is  unbounded  [5].  Sin«Ef..0P"tlsg IÇ.0P"ls,  R  is
F-conservative if R is P*-conservative. Conversely, if a non-null set R is not

P*-conservative, then there is a non-null subset S of R for which Z^°=0P"*1S is

bounded. It follows that I„%PnÄ;+,ls = P'l^o^ls is bounded so that

£^=o//ls= I^óVI^oP^ls is also bounded. Hence R is also not P-con-

servative.

All through §11 we shall assume that P is conservative and ergodic. A P*-closed

set £ is said to be ^-decomposable if and only if there is a non-null P'-closed

subset B of £ such that £ — B is also non-null. Since P *is conservative, the col-

lection of all P*-closed sets is a rr-algebra; C — B is then also P*-closed. A Pk-

closed set is Pk-indecomposable if it is not Pfc-decomposable. Since P is assumed to

be ergodic, X is P-indecomposable. In this section we shall study the decomposa-

bility of X under iterates of P. For an arbitrary set £ we denote the set [P*l£ = 1]

by A\E):

(2.1) A\E) = [PklE = 1].

Then £ is Pfc-closed if and only if £ c Ak(E). It is easy to see that

1. A\Ey)czz A\E2) if E y czzE2,

2. A\Ey) O A\E2) is null if £x n £2 is null,

3. if {£„} is a finite or infinite sequence of sets, then

\jAkiEn)ezzAk(\jEn).
n \      n J

Denote A\E) by AiE), then we have

A\E) = A(A(E)), A3(E) = A(A2(E)), - .

Lemma 2.2. If E is Pk-closed, then A(E) is also and A(E) is Pk-decomposable

or Pk-indecomposable according as E is Pk-decomposable or Pk-indecomposable.

It follows that the lemma remains valid if we replace A(E) by AJ(E) where j is an

arbitrary positive integer.

Proof. If £ is P*-closed then £ c Ak(E). Hence AiE) <= AiA\E)) = (Ak(A(E))

and ^4(£) is P*-closed. If £ is P*-decomposable, £ = B U C where B and C are

non-null, disjoint and P*-closed, then A(B) and /1(C) are P*-closed and disjoint.

A(B) and A(C) are non-null because Ak(B) and j4*(C) are non-null. Hence A(E)

is also PMndecomposable.

Now suppose that £ is P*-indecomposable, we shall show that A(E) is also

pMndecomposable. Let F be a non-null P*-closed subset of A(E), we shall first

show Ak~1(F) n £ is non-null. We have
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P*1F = P/£P*-11F + P/£.P*-11F.

Since F cz A(E), Pl£. = 0 on F, hence PIE-Pk~1lF = 0 on F. Hence we have

(2.2) P*1F = PIeP*-1 I, = 1 on F.

Since PI = 1, it follows that if / > 0 a.e. (X) we also have Pf > 0 a.e. (X). Now

1 — JfP*-1^ is a non-negative function. If the set [IEPk~1lF = 1] is null then

P[l - IEPk~1lF'] = l - PIEPk~1lF>0 a.e.(X) which contradicts (2.2). Hence

[IEPk~1lF = 1] is non-null, i.e., EC\Ak~1(F) is non-null. Now suppose A(E)

were P*-decomposable and Fx, F2 were two disjoint non-null P^-closed subsets of

A(E) then Er\Ak~1(F1) and EC\Ak~i(F2) would be two non-null, disjoint,

P*-closed subsets of E which is clearly impossible. Hence A(E) is also P*-in-

decomposable.

Lemma 2.3. If P is conservative and ergodic, and if Cx,--,Cn are Pk-closed,

non-null and pairwise disjoint then n^k.

Proof. Let Gm = {JÍZqA'íCJ, then

A(Gm)  =>  Q   At+1(Cm)zoGm,
1=0

hence each Gm is P-cIosed. Gm = X for m = 1, •••,«. Hence

(2.3) X»    fl Gm=    (J    [A¡1(Cy) n Ah(C2) n - n A'"(Cn)l
m = l (¡I.i„)

Where the union appearing in the right-hand side of (2.3) is taken over all n-tuple

0'i>"->U where i¡ may be l,2,--,fc. There is at least one n-tuple (iy,i2,---,in)

for which A"(Cy)C\ ■■■riA'"(C„) is non-null. Then ix,i2,---,i„ axe all distinct,

for ij = i, would imply that Aij(Cf) O A''(C¡) is null. Hence n ^ k.

Lemma 2.4. Let P be conservative and ergodic and k be a positive integer.

Let <<1>W be the a-algebra of Pk-closed subsets ofX. Then ^(il) is generated by a

finite number 8 = 8(k) of distinct atoms with 8 dividing k. Each atom in &**is

also Ps-indecomposably closed. It follows that ^k) is identical with the a-algebra

V(ô) of all P3-closed sets.

Proof. By Lemma 2.3 ^(k) must be generated by a finite number of atoms.

Let Cy be an atom of e€(k). Cx is a P*-indecomposable closed set. Let C2 = A(CX),

C3 = A(C2),---. By Lemma 2.2 every C, is also Pk- indecomposably closed. Hence,

if i 7a j we have either C¡ O Cj null or C¡ = Cj. Since C¡ is P*-closed,

C¡ cz Ak(C¡) = Ci+k. Hence C¡ = Ci+k = Ci+2k = •••. It then follows that if d is a

positive integer for which there is an i such that C¡ = C¡+d, then C¡ = Ci+á for every

positive integer i. Let 8 be the smallest of all positive integers d for which
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Cy = C1+d. Clearly ô z% k. ô must divide k for, if otherwise, then k = nô + r

where r is a positive integer < d, C1+„¿ =CX = C1+ni+r, hence Cy = C1+r which

contradicts the defining property of S. Now for every i, C¡ = Ci+a = AsiC),

hence every C¡ is P^-closed. Each C¡ is also Pd-indecomposable since it is Pk-

indecomposable. Cy,C2,--,Ca are all distinct. U?=iCf is P-closed, therefore is

equal to X. {Cy,C2,---,Cö} consists of all atoms of <H(n and also of ífw. Hence

#<*' = »jfW.

Lemma 2.5. For any positive integer fc, let oik) be the positive integer of

Lemma 2.4. Then, if ky,k2 are two positive integers such that fcx divides k2,

then ôiky) is equal to the greatest common divisor d ofky and <5(fc2).

Proof. By Lemma 2.4 <5(fct) divides kt. We shall show that ôiky) also divides

<5(fc2). Then it follows that ôiky) divides d. Let Cy be an atom of ^kl).

C2 = AiCy), C2 = y42(Cx), ••■. Then Cy,---, Cá(í¡l) are the totality of distinct atoms

of c€(k{). Let us consider Pkl acting on C, only. It is ergodic, conservative and

P*2 = (P*')' where l = k2/ky. By Lemma 2.4 Cy is decomposed into By,---,Bj,

P*2-indecomposable sets with B2=Ak\By), B3 = Ak'(B2),---. Then each C¡ is

decomposed into j Pt2-closed sets At~1(Bi),'»,At~l(Bj). Hence if(*2) has a

totality of j ■ ôiky) distinct atoms, i.e., <5(fc2) = j • ôikx). To prove that d divides

Sikx), let Dy be a P*2-indecomposable set. Let D2 = AiDy), D3 = ^(D2), ••■,

then Dy, ■•-,Dô(k2) are all distinct whereas D„S(k2)+i = Dx for every couple of positive

integers n,i. Let q = ô'k2)jd. Let E¡= \Jq~JQDnd+i. Then A%EL) = Ei so that

£i is P^-closed. Since d divides fc,, £; is also P*'-closed. Ey,--,Ed are all distinct,

AiE) = Ei+1 and X = U?=1£¡. If £t is P*'-indecomposable, so are all other £¡.

If Ey is P*l-decomposable so are all other E¡ and they may be decomposed into a

same number of P*'-indecomposable sets. Hence d divides ôiky). Since we have

already proved the fact that ôiky) divides d, d = ôiky).

For a A-measurable conservative ergodic Markov operator P we define the

period ô of P by

(2.4) <5 = sup[<5(fc), fc = l,2,-].

The period ö of P may or may not be finite. If ô = 1, P is said to be aperiodic.

An aperiodic Markov operator is characterized by the property that all iterates

of P are ergodic. If the period ô of a Markov operator P is finite then the re-

striction of P6 to each P^-indecomposable set is aperiodic. It is well known that

if the state space X is discrete then every conservative ergodic Markov operator

has a finite period.

A sequence {C„} of sets in X shall be called a consequent sequence if Cy is non-

null and C„ ezz j4(C„+1) for n = 1,2, •••. Then all sets in the sequence are non-null.

If E is a P'-indecomposable closed set and d = ¿(fc) then

{E,A'-\E), Ad~2iE),-,E, Ad-\E), Ad~2iE),-,E,-}
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is a consequent sequence. For a consequent sequence {C„} we have C„ c [J™ =n+ xCm

for n = l,2,--- since \¡Jm=n+xCm is closed and, therefore, {Jm=n+iCm = X.

Hence for each C„, there is a Cm with m > n such that C„ O Cm is non-null

(and therefore Cn+k n Cm+t is non-null for every positive integer fc since

C„C\Cmcz Ak(C„+kC\Cm+k)). To each ve.i/+(A), v # 0, we may attach a con-

sequent sequence {C„(v)} where ^00 = supp v, C2(v) = supp vP, C3(v) = suppvP2,.-..

If r\ is absolutely continuous to v then C„(r]) cz C„(v) for every n. We now define

h(v) to be the greatest common divisor of all positive integers k for which there is

an integer iV such that CN(v)f~\ CN+k(v) is non-null. We note that h(v) divides

h(n) ifn is absolutely continuous to vP"for some n^O. Let

(2.5) H = sup{h(v): ve.s/+(A), v # 0}.

H may be + oo or a finite positive integer.

Theorem 2.1. H = 8.

Proof. Let fc be an arbitrary positive integer and and £ be a P*-indecompos-

able closed set. Let v = XIE. The sequence {E,AHk)-1(E),---, E,AHk)-1(E),- } is

the consequent sequence of v and for this v, h(v) = 8(k). Hence H >: 8(k) for

every positive integer fc. It follows that H 2ï 8. To prove H ^ 8, let v be an arbitrary

nonzero element ofo/ +(X) and let C„(v) = supp vP"~' for n = 1,2, ••• and h = h(v).

Let E¡, i = 1, •••,/!, be defined by

00

(2.6) Et=   \JCi+Jh(v).
j=o

Since Ci+jh(v) c Ah(Ci+u+X)h), E¡ axe PÄ-closed. If ix # i2, Eh n Eh is null for if

EhnEh is non-null, then, there are non-negative integers jx,j2 such that

Cil+J¡l¡(v) n C¡2+M(v) is non-null. Then ix + jxh - (i2 + j2h) = (ix - i2)

+ (jy —j2)h is divisible by h. It follows that iy — i2 is divisible by h which is

impossible since | it — i2\< h. Ex,---,Eh constitute the totality of all PMndecom-

posable sets. Hence h = 8(h) ^ 8. Hence H g <5.

For any nonzero measure ves/+(X) we shall define h'(v) to be the minimum

of all positive integers k for which there is a positive integer N such that

Cjv(v)n CN+k(v) is non-null. It is clear that h(v) divides h'(v). If n is absolutely

continuous to vP" for some n ïï 0 then h'(n) ^ h'(v). Let

(2.7) f/' = sup{/i'(v):v6^+(l),v^0}.

We always have H'fz H. For a general conservative ergodic A-measurable Markov

operator P it is possible to have H' > H as illustrated by the following example.

Let X be the set of all complex numbers of absolute value 1 and X be the linear

Lebesgue measure. Let a = el2ne where 6 is irrational and P/(x) =/(ax). Then
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P" is ergodic for every positive integer n, so that P is aperiodic and H — l (cf.

[6, p. 26]). Let v have, as its support, the set [e,2ny: 0 ^ y z% a] where 8 is a positive

number. Then vP" has the set [e'2ny: n6 ^ y z^nG + e] as its support. Let fc be

an arbitrary positive integer. Let 27tc be the minimum distance from the point 1 to

ei2ne,ei4*e, --, ei2k,i\ Then c> 0. Hence if s < c we have Ä'(v) > fc. Hence H' = oo.

Lemma 2.6. IfH' is finite, then H' = H = ô and for every consequent sequence

{£„} there is a positive integer N such that EnC\ E„+ä is non-null for every n 2t N.

Proof. If H' is finite, then if' is a positive integer and there is a nonzero measure

Vy e#/+iX) such that /i'(v.) = H'. Since H' 2: H, H is finite and there is a non-

zero measure v2e.s/ + (/l) such that /i(v2) = H. Since Cyivf) cz X = [^J^yCJvy),

there is an n such that Cx(v2) n C„ivf) is non-null. Let v be a nonzero measure

which has Cx(v2) n Cn(v.) as its support, then v is absolutely continuous to both

v2 and VyP"'1. Hence /i(v) 2; hivy), /i'(v) 2: /i'(v2). However, since /i(v) ^ H,

A'(v) ^ if, r>(v) = 7T, /i'(v) = //'. Now consider the consequent sequence {C„(v)}

of v. Let fc be a positive integer such that there is an n for which C„(v) n Cn+k(v)

is non-null. Then H' ^ fc. Now, since C„(v)n Cn+k(v) is non-null we may choose

a nonzero measure nes/+(X) with C„(v)n Cn+fc(v) as its support. Then n is ab-

solutely continuous to vP"-1. Hence h'(n) 2r A'(v). It follows that h'(n) = H' and

there is a positive integer m such that Cm(»/) n Cm+H,(n) is non-null. But we have

C,(tl)cC,.1+iv)nC„.1+B+,(v), Cm+H,(/?)c C„_1+m+H,(v)nC„_1+m+H.+4(v).

Hence C„_1+m(v)n C„_1+m+t(v)n C„_1+m+i/-(v)n C„_1+m+H.+t(v) is non-null.

It follows that C„_1+m+jr(v)n Cn-1+m+k(v) is non-null. Hence either k — H' = 0

or fc - H' 2; 7T'. If fc - H' = 0 then fc is divisible by H'. If fc - H' 2: H', repeating

the same argument for fc — H' as for fc before, we conclude that fc — 2FF is either

0 or 2: H'. Repeating the same argument finitely many times we obtain the result

fc — JH' = 0. Hence fc is divisible by H'. This is true for all positive integers fc for

which there is a positive integer n such that Cn(v)r\ C„+f.(v) is non-null. Hence

H' divides H. Hence H' = H = ô. Now let {£„} be an arbitrary consequent sequence.

Since X = {Jcn°=1En, Cyiv)C\Eno is non-null for some positive integer n0. Let

Ç est+iX) have C(v) O £„0 as its support. Then ä'(Q2:/i(v) so that ft'(Q = ri(v) = ¿.

There is a positive integer / such that C¡iO(~^ C/+.(Q is non-null. It follows that

C„(Qn Cn+.(Q is non-null for all n 2t /. Now we have, for every positive

integer n, C„(Q <= £„o_1+n. Hence Cn(QnCn+á(Q being non-null implies that

£„0_1+nn£nu_1+n+. is non-null. Let N = n0-l + l. Then E„r,En+s is non-

null for all positive integers n 2î N.

Now we shall proceed to show that the period of a conservative, ergodic, X-

continuous Markov operator is always finite. To do this we shall choose a definite

version of p(x, y) for P to satisfy

1. p(x,y) 2: 0 for all ix,y)eX x X and

2. Jp(x,y)Xidy) = 1 for all x eX.
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Then the iterates p(n)(x,y) given by (1.3) also satisfy 1 and 2 For each xeX,

Re-let

vx(E) = jEP(x,y)X(dy).

For each xel, Vj is a probability measure absolutely continuous to X and for

each fixed EeX, x varying over X, vx(E) is a version of Pl£.

Lemma 2.7. For a X-continuous, conservative, ergodic Markov operator P,

H' (defined by (2.7)) is finite.

Proof. If H' were infinite, then there would be a sequence {r]k} of nonzero

measures in¿tf+(X) such that hmk^œh'(r\k) = + co. Let {C„(nk)} be the consequent

sequence of nk. Sets Cn(nk) axe only unique up to sets of X measure zero. Now we

shall make a definite choice of sets Cn(nk) to satisfy the condition that if x e Cn(r¡k)

then vx(Cn+1(nk)) = 1. This can always be accomplished by replacing the original

C„(nk) by its intersection with the set [x: vx(Cn+x(nk)) = 1]. Since PlCn+l(,t) = 1

a.e. (X) on Cn(nk), the intersection remains a support of nkP". Now sets Cn(nk)

have this property : if x e C„(nk), then vx is absolutely continuous to nkP". Hence,

if xeij ™xCn(nk) then h'(vx) ^ h'(nk).

Now let Xk = {J^=yC„(lk) in the strict sense of set union. Then X(X — Xk) = 0

so that X(X — fyZ=yXk) = 0. There must be a point xe[~)kx>=xXk. For this x,

h'(vx) ^ h'(nx) for fc = 1,2, •••, which is impossible since h'(vx) is a finite integer

and lixnk^oah'(vk) = + oo.

Combining Lemmas 2.7, 2.6, we have the following:

Theorem 2.2. If a Markov operator P is conservative, ergodic and X-con-

tinuous, then the period 8 of P is a finite positive integer and for any consequent

sequence {Cn} there is a positive integer N such that Cn(~\ Cn+S is non-null for

all n^N.

Theorem 2.3. Let P be a X-continuous, conservative, ergodic Markov operator.

Let 8 be the period of P and p be a non-null invariant measure of P. Let

C0, Cx, —, Cs-X be the totality of distinct ^(,) atoms with C0 = A(CX),

Cy = A(C2),•••,Cs-2 = A(Cö_y). Then each pICi is an invariant measure of Pnâ

and every invariant measure of PnS is of the form HaiZ0aipICr Furthermore,

we have pICoP = pICi,-,pICô_2P = pICö_t, p/Ci_,P = pICo and p(C0) = p(Cf)

= ■•■ = p(Cô^x). Hence if P has a finite invariant measure then all invariant

measures of iterates ofP are finite measures.

Proof. Since C, is Pá-closed, IC.PS= Ic.PdIc . Since Ps is conservative,

X - C¡ is Pá-closed. Hence Ix-c.P*^, = 0 and PsICi = ICtPsICi + h-cf^c

= ICtP*Ic, = Icf*- Thus we have p/CiPa = pPsICi = pICi and pICi is P-invariant.

Now, for feLJji),
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<«/Cl,/> =   <p,/Cl/>=<pP,/Cl/>

= <piCop,icj} + <pix-c0p,iClfy-

Since the support of pICoP is C0 and the support of pIx-CgP is X — Cy, we have

<p.iCop,icjy = <pic0pj>

and

<p/x_CoP,/Cl/> = 0.

Hence

(2-8) <p/Cl,/> = <p/c„PJ>.

Since (2.8) is true for every feLœ(p),pICoP = pICí- By the same argument, we have

pIClP = pIC2,---,pICô__tP = pICo. Substituting 1 for / in (2.8) we then obtain

p(C0) = p(Cy). Similarly p(Cx) = p(C2), -,p(Cá_.) = p(C0).

Now every C¡ is also a (ë^nô) atom for every positive integer n. Hence P"a acting

on C, only is conservative and ergodic. It follows that for any Pn,5-invariant measure

v, vlc. must be a constant multiple of plc.. Hence v is of the form T.t=d<x¡plc¡ ■

III. Asymptotic properties of [p"(x, y)] for a A-continuous, conservative, ergodic

Markov operator. All through this section, the Markov operator P is assumed

to be X-continuous, conservative and ergodic. Then P possesses a nontrivial

ff-finite invariant measure p which is unique up to a constant multiple [8]. p is

equivalent to X. Hence "a.e. (A)" is the same as "a.e. (p)" and Lœ(X) and L^ip)

are the same space.

Lemma 3.1. If feLq(p), 1 z% q < oo, then Pf, given by

Pf = Pf+-Pf~,

belongs to Lq(p) also. Furthermore, we have

where |    ||? denotes the Lq(p) norm.

Proof. We only need to prove for the case 1 ^ q < oo. For any non-negative

function /, by Jensen's inequality, for (A) almost all x

(3.1) \Pf(x)\" Í j p(x,y)|/(y)|"A(dy).

j pidx) | P/(x)| *rs j tidx) {| p(x,y) \f(y) \"X(dy)

= j Kdy)\fiy)\".

Hence

(3.2)
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Hence feLq(p) implies that PfeLq(p) and P/ 4 ̂  ||/||r Then for the general

case that / may take on both positive and negative values and feLq(p), Pf+,Pf~

axe in Lq(p) and, therefore, Pf is well defined and is in Lq(p). Jensen's inequality

again implies (3.1) and from which (3.2) and the equality | Pf\\q <! |/|4 follow

immediately.

Lemma 3.2. // / is non-negative and feLq(p) where 1 ^ q ^ + co, then

liminf^ogPy is equal to a finite constant a.e. (X). If, in addition, the invariant

measure p is infinite and q < + co, then liminf„_00P"/= 0 a.e. (X).

Proof. Since / is non-negative, we have, by Fatou's lemma,

lim inf f p(x, y)P-f(y)X(dy) = f p(x, y) lim inf P"f(y)X(dy).
íi-»oo     J J n-»oo

Hence liminfn_00P"f ;£ JPliminf„_>o0P"/ so that liminf^ooP1/ is an excessive

function. (A non-negative function g is excessive if Pf^fi For the properties

of excessive functions see [8, §VI].) Since excessive functions for a conservative,

ergodic Markov operator are constant functions lim inf B_00P"/= constant

a.e. (X). Since infkè„Pkf^ Pkf and |P*/||, Ú \\f\\q by Lemma 3.1, we have also

inf4è„ P*/e L4(p)"and |infiÄBP*/|4a |/|8. Hence ||liminf^00Pn/||4 ^ ¡/¡4.

Since p(X) = oo and \iminfn_xPf is a constant function, we must have

liminf„^00P"/=Oa.e. (X).

Now we shall proceed to study asymptotic properties of sequences {P"f}. We

shall again, as in §11, choose a definite version of the density function p(x, y) of P

to satisfy

1. p(x,y) ^ for all (x,y)eX x X and

2. J* p(x, y)X(x, y) = 1 for all xeX.

The iterates p(n,(x, y) will be given inductively by (1.3). They also satisfy 1 and 2.

For every positive integer n, every xeX and E e 3C define

(3.3) vx"\E) = ^ in\x,y)X(dy).

vxn) are probability measures and vx"+1) = v^'P. Since P is ergodic the union

of the supports of v^, n = 1,2, •••, is X. Now for every non-negative /, P"f(x)

shall be given definitely by

(3.4) P"/(x) = J vxn)(dy)f(y) = j p(n)(x, y)f(y)X(dy).

Let / be a fixed non-negative function which belongs to Lq(p) for some q satis-

fying 1 g q i% + oo. By Lemma 3.2 there is a non-negative number a such that

liminfPn/(x) = a

for (X) almost all x. Hence for (X) almost all x there is an increasing sequence {«,}
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(the sequence depends on x) of positive integers such that lim>_00P"/(x) = a.

Let p(x) be the supremum of all non-negative integers fc with the property that

there is an increasing sequence {«,} of positive integers such that

lim Plnt+J)f(x) = a   for   j = 0,--,k.
¡-♦00

p(x) is defined for (X) almost all x and 0 — p(x) ^ + oo. We shall show that

p(x) = + oo for (X) almost all x.

Lemma 3.3. Let n be a probability measure, and let {g„} be a sequence of

n-integrable non-negative functions. If lim inf „..^g,, 2: a a.e. (r¡) and

lim^oo (gndn = a, then there is an increasing sequence {«¡} of positive integers

such that {g„} converges a.e. (n) to a.

Proof. If a = 0, then {g„} converges to 0 in Lx(r¡), hence, there is a subsequence

{g„.} converging a.e. (n) to 0. Suppose a > 0. We shall find an increasing sequence

{«;} of positive integers such that

(3.5) n(F¡) < ———     for i sufficiently large

where

T¡=    x:gn.(x)^a + 2l

(3.5) implies

(3.6) lim sup g„. g a a.e. (n).
t-* 00

(3.6) and the fact that lim inf ¡-.„g,,, S: a imply limi_00g,,i. = a a.e. (n).

Now there is an increasing sequence {n¡} of positive integers satisfying the

following two conditions for every i:

1. J gnid < a + 1/4',

2. n[gni ^ a - 1/4'] < 1/4'.

Then, if a — 1/4' ^ 0, we have

a+7T>      Snidn=\ 8mdri+\ £»,<*>/+ gnidn
4 J Jlg„ßa+l/2'j J[a+l/2'>r„;>a-l/4'] J U..Í«-1/4']

í (a + iJiKF.) +(«~¿)'í[a + l>f„l>a-l]

fc(« + Í)iW + («-¿) {'[a + F>*\| "Í)

-(« + ■3)^+ («-£) [i-*M>-¿-]
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Hence n(F) <(2 + a)j2l.

The following lemma is a slight improvement of Lemma 3.3. The proof is trivial.

Lemma 3.3'. Let n be a probability measure, and let {g(„J)}, j = 0,l,---,k, be

k + l sequences of n-integrable, non-negative functions. If liminfn_,00g¡;-/) 2: a

a.e. (n) and lim„_0O }g„J)dn = a for j = 0,1, •■-,k, then there is an increasing

sequence {n¡} of positive integers such fr¡aílimí_00^f=aa.e.(r/)/or ; = 0,l,..-,fc.

In what follows / shall be a fixed non-negative function in Lqip), and a is

equal to liminf„_c0Pn/a.e.(A). Since Pmf, m = 1,2,•••, are also in Lqip), there

is a set £0 of 0 A-measure such that, for every x $ Eo-> we have, simultaneously,

L liminf„^œP"/(x) = a,

2. Fm/(x) is finite for m = 1,2, •••. 2 is the same as,

2'. /is v£"'-integrable for m = 1,2,—, where v(™x is given by (3.3).

Lemma 3.4. Let x0 be a point of X — £0. 7/ {n¡} is an increasing sequence

of positive integers such that limi_œP'"+Jf ix0) = a for j = 0,1,••-,k, then for

every positive integer m there is a subsequence {nj} of{n¡} such that

lim P("í_m)+1 fix) = a   for j - 0 ,1, -, k
¡-»00

r (A) almost all x on the support of the probability measure v¡¡™\

Proof. Since

we have

pni+jf(x0) = j p(n<-m)+v»M:\

lim   f P(,"-^+J fdv™ = a   for j = 0,1, -,fc.
¿-»■oo    J

Since liminf¡^a0P("<~m)+Jf=a a.e. (v^'f), Lemma 3.3' is applicable. Hence

there exists a subsequence {«,'} of {n¡} such that for (A) almost all x on the support

of vi."° we have'*0

lim p(»;-m>+; fix) = a   for j = 0,1,-,fc.
I-»00

Lemma 3.5. //, for some xeX — E0, p(x) 2t fc, then p(x) = fc for (A) almost

all x.

Proof. If p(x0) 2r fc where x0eX — E0, then there is an increasing sequence

{n¡} of positive integers such that limi^œPn'+Jf(x0)= a for j = 0,1, •■-,k. By

Lemma 3.3, p(x) = k for (A) almost all x belonging to the support of the measure

v*™*. Let the support of v^> be Cm. {Cm} is a consequent sequence. Hence

KX - (Jm = iCm) = 0. Now p(x) = k for (A) almost all x in (J~=1Cm. Hence the

lemma is proved .
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Lemma 3.6. If P is aperiodic, then for every non-negative integer fc, there is

an x0eX — E0for which p(x0) g; fc.

Proof. The lemma is obviously true for fc = 0. Suppose the lemma is true for fc.

There is an x0eX — E0 and an increasing sequence {n¡} of positive integers

for which

lim P"'+jf(x0) = a   for j = 0,l,-,fc.
¡-►00

Let Cm be the support of the measure v£™\ {Cm} is a consequent sequence. Since P

is aperiodic, by Theorem 2.2, there is a positive integer N such that CN(~\ CN+1

is non-null. By Lemma 3.4 there is a subsequence {n'¡} of {n¡} for which we have,

simultaneously, lim,_00P(n'"JV)+J/(x) = a, j = 0,l,---,k, for (X) almost all x in

CN and limi_00P("'"iV"1)+-//(x) = a, j = 0,l,---,k for (X) almost all x in Cw+1.

Since CNC\ CN+1 is non-null, there is a point y in CNr* CN+1 and y£F0 sucn

that

lixnP("''-N>+Jf(y) = a   and     lim P(";-w-1)+J/(y) = a
¡-♦00 ¡-♦00

for j = 0,1, • • •, fc. Hence we have

lim P{n'-N-1)+j f(y) = a   for   / = 0,l,-,fc + 1.
¡-♦00

Therefore p(y) ^ fc + 1 and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.7. If P is aperiodic, then for (X) almost all x and for every positive

integer fc, there is an increasing sequence {n¡} of positive integers for which

UxnP'H+jf(x) = a   for   ; = 0,l,-,fc.
n -* oo

In other words, p(x) = oo,for (X) almost all x.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 that for every positive in-

teger fc, p(x) ^ k for (X) almost all x. Hence p(x) = co for (X) almost all x.

Lemma 3.8. If P is aperiodic and X is a finite measure, then, for every positive

number e, there is a set A with X(X — A) < e and an increasing sequence {n¡}

of positive integers such that the sequence of functions:

p"0 f   p"¡ f   pni + lf   p"2f    D«2+lr   p"2 + Zr

converges uniformly to a on A where a = lim infn_00P"/.

Proof. Let x0 be a point of X — E0 for which p(x0) = oo, and let Cn be the

support of \x"l. Then X(X — {J^°=yCn) = 0 and, hence, there is a positive integer

b such that X(X - lj„ = 1 C„) < e/2. Let B = (J6„ = 1 C„.
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Since p(x0) = oo, for every positive integer fc, there is an increasing sequence

{n\k)} of positive integers such that

limPnT + 1 (jc0) = a,-, limPni"+k/(*„) = a.
¡-♦OO ¡-»00

Applying Lemma 3.4 repeatedly for b times, we obtain a subsequence {m\k)} of

{n\k)} such that, for every integer m, I z%mz% b,

lim p{ml?,_m} + 1/(x) = a,-, limP{m</'"m}+'/(x) = a
¡-»00 ¡-»00

for (A) almost all x on C,„. Let k = b. Then

lim Pm<k> /(x) = a,   lim Pm<t, + 1/(x) = a,-,   lim P",?+»-»>/(x) = a
¡-♦00 ¡-»00 ¡-»oo

for (A) almost all x on B. Let lk= m\k+b). Then for every non-negative integer fc,

the sequence {/j } has the property that

¡-♦00

lim P"ik)/(x) = a,   lim P'« /(x) = a,-.   lim P1.    */00 = a

for (A) almost all x on B. Now, for every non-negative integer fc, let nfc be a member

of the sequence {l\k)} such that

AJBn [(|p-/_flJ>¿.)u(|P«+V-«|>2T)u-

u(M*+'/-«l>¿)]}<¿-

Then the sequence of functions:

(3.7) Pnof, P"'f P"1 + V, P"2/, P "2 + 1f, P"2 + 2/, ■ • ■

converges to a a.e. (A) on B. By Egoroff's theorem, there is a subset A of B such that

A(£ — A) < e/2 and the sequence (3.7) converges uniformly to a on A.

lThe following lemma follows immediately from Lemma 3.8.

Lemma  3.9. // P is aperiodic, then, for every positive number s, there is an

increasing sequence {n¡} of positive integers such that the set

(3.8) . £= H   C\[Pni+kf<a + e]
¡=i *=o

has positive X measure.

Lemma 3.10. // £ is a set of positive X measure, then lim„^œ(7£.P)"l = 0

a.e. (A) where £' = X — £.

Proof. Let ve^+iA). Then
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vix) = vP"(a:) = <vPM>

n-1

- <v I iIE-P)kIAP"-k, 1> + <v(/E.P)",l>
x    k = 0 '

= <v"z (IE,P)kIA,l\ + v(IE.P)\X)
N    t = 0 '

- ¿v"zZ(iE.P)kiAy + v(iE.py(x).
k=0

Since £ is conservative and P is ergodic, we have

lim   2 (IElP)klE = l a.e. (A).
n-»oo (t = 0

Hence

(3.9) limv(/E/P)"W = 0.
n-*oo

Setting   v = v(x1}   in   (3.9),    we    obtain    limn_ «, P(/£. P)" l(x) = 0.   Hence

lim^^^-Pr^Oa.e.iA).

We recall that the invariant measure p for P may be finite or infinite. We shall

first study the case that p is finite, p is then always normalized to be a probability

measure.

Lemma 3.11. If the invariant measure p ofP is finite, then, for every v esi +(A),

the measures v, vP, vP2, ••• are uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to p.

Proof. Let Q be the p-reverse of P. Q is a p-measurable Markov operator

characterized by the following equality

j(Pg)hdp = j¿(3.10) J (Pg)hdp = jg(Qh)dp

where g, h are non-negative functions (cf. [8, §VI]). Let g = dv/dp, then

Q"g = dvP'fdp. Construct the infinite product space Q = ]"[?= oxn and the

product cr-algebra ^ = Y\™=0&n of subsets of Q where X„ = X, 9Cn = 3C for

n = 0,1,2, ■■•. A probability measure p on,^" is then defined by

p[X0eA0, XyeAy,---, X„eA„]

=      P(dx0) i    X(dxy)--     X(dxn)p(x0,Xy)p(xy,x2)-p(xn_y,xn)
Ja0 Ja i Ja„

where AxeSC for ¿ = 0,1,»»»,b. Coordinates X0,Xy,---, considered as random

variables defined on fi, constitute a stationary Markov process. Q"g(X„) is then
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the conditional expectation of g(X0) given random variables X„,X„+1, ■■■. By the

well-known martingale convergence theorem {Q"g(X„)} converges in Ly(\i) and

Q"g(X„) axe uniformly p-integrable. Since the process is stationary, every X„ has p

as its distribution, hence

Í Q"gdp=   f QTgiXJdp.

It follows that the functions Q"g axe uniformly p-integrable. Hence the measures

vP" are uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to p.

Theorem 3.1. // P is a X-continuous, conservative, ergodic and aperiodic

Markov operator whose invariant p is finite (p is then normalized), then, for

every feL^X), {P"f} converges a.e. (X) to §fdp.

Proof. If the theorem is true for non-negative functions then, applying the

result to / +, / ", we obtain the same conclusion for a function / which takes on

both positive and negative values. So we shall only prove the theorem for a non-

negative /. Let us assume / ^ 1 a.e. (X).

By Lemma 3.2 liminf„_00Py is equal to a constant a a.e (p). Let e be an ar-

bitrary positive number. By Lemma 3.9, there is an increasing sequence {n¡} of

positive integers such that the set E given by (3.8) has positive X measure. Let

x0 be an arbitrary point of X and v^ be given by (3.3). Then

P'"+"'+if(x0) =   fp*+,/dv£>

= j [ !*(/,p)kiEp"'+i-kf + (iE.pyp-'f] dvg

^ (a+E)   i'   l(IE.PflEdv^ +   ¡ (IE,Pyidvxf
Jk = 0 J

Í (a + E) + j(IE,PyidVx:\

By Lemma 3.10 lim¡_,00(/£.P)'l = 0 a.e. (p). Hence, for every positive integer 8,

there is an integer i0 and a set A with p(X - A) < 8 such that (/£.P)'°1 < £ on A.

The number 8 is chosen to satisfy the condition that v£j°(F) < e for m — 1,2, •••

whenever p(F) < 8. This can be done because v^\ v^2), ••• are uniformly absolutely

continuous with respect to p (Lemma 3.11). Hence for any positive integer m,

Pm+"!o+i°f(x0) ̂ (a + e) + I (IE.P)ioldV™ + v™{X - A)

^ a + 3e.

Hence we have

lim sup P"f(x0) ^ a + 3e.
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Since e is an arbitrary positive number,

(3.11) limsupP"/(x0)ga.
n-»oo

(3.11) holds for every x0eX, hence lim„_œP"/= a a.e. (A). Since p is the nor-

malized invariant measure of P, j¡P"fdp = jfdp for n = I, 2, ••». Now

lim,,-,«, J* P"fdp = a, hence ¡fdp = a and the proof of the theorem is then

complete.

Theorem 3.2. If P is a X-continuous, conservative, ergodic and aperiodic

Markov operator whose invariant measure p is finite, and if feLq(p), where

1 ^ q < oo, then the sequence {P"f} converges in Lq(p) to   jfdp.

Proof. If g e Lx(p), by Theorem 3.1, {P"g} converges a.e. (p) to J gdp. Hence

{P"g} converges to J" gdp in Lq(p). Since Lx(p) is dense in Lq(p) in the sense of

Lq(p) norm, we have, for every feLq(p) and every e > 0, a geLx(p) such that

||/ - g \\q < e/2   and   | jfdp -   (gdp | < 6/2.   By   Lemma   3.1,   || P"(/- g) ||,

= ||/-*|f» hence

P7- J7^|,- lpV-*)|t+|p,5f-J^lf+1 /■>"*>- / gdp

= 4 + Ik*" J   gdp\\ +2       II    6     .     6  HI'    2

Therefore  lim sup„_00||P"/—  jfdp\\q = e and the conclusion of the theorem

follows.

Theorem 3.3. If P is a X-continuous, conservative, ergodic and aperiodic

Markov operator whose invariant measure p is finite and if f — 0 and fe Ly(p),

then liminfn^00P"/=  jfdp a.e. (p).

Proof. Let x be a fixed point of X and v!¿m) be given by (3.3). Let £ be an arbitrary

positive number. Since v!¿m), m = 1,2, •••, are uniformly absolutely continuous

to p by Lemma 3.11, there is a positive number ô such that p(£) < ô implies

v*m)(£) < 8 for m = 1,2, ••». Now, by Theorem 3.2, {P"f} converges in Ly(p) to

jfdp, hence there is an integer n0 such that p[P""f< jfdp — e] < ô. Hence

for any positive integer m

m + no/YvA    —     I   „(*)«„«)"»(x)   = J* v<"Pm+n°f(x)   =      v?>(dy)P»<>f(y)

=   f vTXdy)Pn°f(y)
Jrp»o/gJ/^-£)

= v?\p*>f-Z jfdp-s    (J/dp-e)

è   (l-£)Q/dp-£).
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Hence lim inf„_0&P"/W £? if dp. But by Fatou's lemma

f liminfP"/dp ̂  liminf j P"fdp = J* fdp.
J        «-♦oo n-^oo    J

Hence «

liminfP"/  =     /dp a.e. (p).
«-* 00

Theorem 3.4. Let P and p be as in Theorem 3.3. Then, for (X) almost all x

{p(n)(x, ■ )} converges in Ly(X) to dpjdX, and {p(n)(x,y)} converges to dp(y)\dX in

Ly(v x X) for any ves#+(X). We also have liminf„_œp(n)(x,y) = dp/dX(y) for

(X X X) almost all (x,y).

Proof. Define p(n)(x,y) by

(3.12) Pin)(x,y) = pin)(x,y)f¿y)

and p(x,y) =p(1)(x, y). Then p(n)(x,y) is the density function of P" with respect

to the invariant measure p, and we have for (p) almost all x

/•
p(x,y)p(dy)=l,

and also for (p) almost all y,

p(x,y)p(dx) = l.S
p( • , • ) is "doubly stochastic." Let Q be the p-reverse of P. Then (3.10) implies

that for every non-negative function h

Qh(y) = I p(x, y)h(x)p(dx).

Thus, Q is p-continuous. Let q (n)(x, y) be the density function of Q" with respect

to p. Then

qw(x,y)=pw(y,x).

Since P is conservative, so is Q [5, Theorem 3.1]. Since a Q-closed set is also P-

closed [8, Lemma 7.2], Q is ergodic. Since the same relationship holds between P"

and Q" as P and Q, Q is also aperiodic. Now, let x be fixed and let us consider

p(x, ■ ) as a function of the second variable alone. Thus for (p) almost all x,p(x, • )

is an element of L¡(p) with its p-integral equal to 1. We also have

e"p-(x,-)=p("+i>(x,-).

Applying Theorem 3.3 to Q and p(x, • ) we have

liminfp(n)(x,y) = l
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for (p x p) almost all (x,y). Hence it follows that

lixninf p^(x,y) = ^-(y)

for (X x X) almost all (x,y). Furthermore, applying Theorem 3.2, we have, for (p)

almost all x, {p("\x, • )} converges in Ly(p) to 1. Now

j\pw(x,y)-l\p(dy) = j*| p<"W)-
dp

X(dy),

hence {p (n)(x, ■ )} converges in LX(X) to dp/dX. Now, let

gn(x) = j | Pin)(x,y) -d£(y) | A(dy)= J \p(n\x,y) - l\p(dy),

{gn(x)} converges to 0 a.e. (p). We also have

g¿x)í j p(n\x,y)p(dy) +1 = 2.

Hence {g„(x)} converges to 0 in Lx(v) for any ves/+(X). Hence

X(dy)v(dx) -» 0ill,*W)-Hoo
and {p(,,)(x, y)} converges to dp(y)¡dX in Lt(v x 1).

Theorem 3.5. Leí P be a X-continuous, conservative and ergodic Markov

operator whose nontrivial invariant measure p is finite (p is normalized as

usual). Let the period of P be 8 and C0,CX,---,CÖ_X be the totality of distinct

#(<i) atoms with C0 = A(CX),••• ,Ca_2 = A(Ca_x). Let feLx(p) and c0,cx,---

be defined by

c¡=8\  fdp      for i = 0,---,8- 1,
Jc,

c¡ = Cj   if   i ^8,     i = n8 +j,       0 á j è à — 1.

Then

1. iff also belongs to Ljip), then for every non-negative integer k the sequence

{P"°+kf} converges to I?^ci+tlC| a.e. (X),

2. iff belongs to Lq(p) where 1 ^ q < co, then for every non-negative integer

k the sequence {PnS+kf} converges in Lq(p) toJ^fZoCt+1tlCt,

3. if ' f= 0, then for every non-negative integer k,

o-l

liminfP"d+l/=Ici+ilCi a.e.(X).
n-*co ¿=0
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Proof. By Theorem 2.3, plc. is Pa-invariant, p(C¡) = l/<5, and pICiPk = plc¡+k.j¿

where j is the largest non-negative integer for which jó ^ i + fc. Hence

j Pkfdp = j fdipICiPk) = j fdpICl+k_J6 fdp = ci+k.

Now Pd acting on C¡ is aperiodic. For any feLJ^X), applying Theorem 3.1,

we arrive at the conclusion that the sequence {PnSf} converges a.e. (A) on C( to the

limit c¡ = ô jafdp- Hence the sequence converges a.e. (A) to Lf^o-Vce Re-

placing / by Pkf in the sequence, we conclude that the sequence {P"s+kf} con-

verges a.e. (A) to ZfrJ^flci where d, = «5 jc.Pkfdp = ci+k. In a similar manner,

2 may be derived from Theorem 3.2 and 3 may be derived from Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.6. Let P be a X-continuous, conservative and ergodic Markov

operator whose nontrivial invariant measure p is finite (p is normalized as

usual). Let the period of P be ô and C0,Cy,---,Câ-y be the totality of distinct,

indecomposable Pô-closed sets with C0 = A(Cf), •■•, Q_2 = A(Cs-f). For

j > ô — 1, let Cj = Cy_„á where n is the largest non-negative integer such that

nô zij. For every non-negative integer fc, define function gkon X x X by

8k{x,y) =<5 I iCtxc,yyH(x,y)-jj-iy).

Then the sequence {pinS+k\ - , ■)} converges in LyivxX) to gkfor every V6cs/ + (A).

We also have

lim inf p(nô+k\x,y) = gkix,y)   for (A X A) almost all (x,y).
n-»co

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4 we define p(B)(x, y) by (3.12) and

Pix,y) =p(1)(x,y). Then for (A) almost all x, p(n\x, • )eLyip) with Lyip) norm

equal to 1. Furthermore, since C¡ = AkiCi+k) we have P*lc.+k = lc.. Hence

(3.13) ÏVlc^è Sic,-
¡=0 1=0

However, equality holds in (3.13) since both sides of (3.13) are equal to 1. Hence

P*lCi+fc = lCi, therefore, P*lC(+fc = lCjP*lci+t and lcP*^.^.« 0. Thus for every

feL^iX), PkICi+J' = ICtPkICi,J = ICiPkf- In terms of the density function

p(k\x, y), we then have

lCl(x)Pik\x,y) = lCi(x)pmix,y)lCltkiy) = P(k\x,y)lCi + k(y)

for (A x A) almost all (x,y). Hence for (A) almost all xeC. pw(x, • ) =

pm(x, ■ )lCi+Ic. Now we consider the p-reverse Q of P as in the proof of Theorem

3.4. Since a set is P"-closed if and only if it is ß closed, Q also has ô as its period

and {C0,---,Cô-y} is also the collection of all indecomposable ßa-closed sets.
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Applying Theorem 3.5 to Q and pw(x, • ) we have the sequence {Qnip(k)(x, ■ )}

= {p(nS+k){x, • )} converging in Ly{p) to 8 • lc.+k for (A) almost all xeC¡ and

liminfn_cop(Bá+'£)(x,y) = 8 for (X x X) almost all (x,y)e C¡ x Ci+k. Hence

lim inf^00p("á+fc)(x,y) = ¿Zf=-o1lc¡xci+^,>') and liminfnW("á+*>(x,y) . gk(x,y)

follows immediately for (X x X) almost all (x, y). Moreover, if we define hn by

*■(*) =  f I P(na+k)(x,y) - £ ölCiXCitk(x,y)   p(dy),
J i ¡ = o

then h„(x) -* 0 for (X) almost all x. We also have, for (X) almost all x

hn(x) Í  j P(nô+k\x,y)p(dy) + Já Z lCi*cltk(x,y)p(dy) ̂ 2.

Hence for any v ejtf+(X),  §h„(x)v(dx) -* 0, i.e.,

(3.14) lim ff \p<nô+k)(x,y) - Z ôlc,xCl+k(x,y)   p(dy)v(dx) = 0.
«-♦oo J J   i i = 0

The Ly(v x X) convergence of {pnS+k( • , • )} to gk then follows from (3.14).

Now we turn to study the case that the invariant measure p is infinite. We shall

need the following

Lemma 3.12. If a set E has the property that there exists an increasing

sequence {nk} of positive integers for which the sequence of functions:

(3.14) P"°l£, P"'l£, P"l + 1l£,-, P"kl£, P"t + 1l£, •■-, P"k+*1£,-

converges to 0 uniformly on E, then Iimsup„_00Pnl£ = 0 a.e. (X).

Proof. Let e be an arbitrary positive number. Then there is a positive integer

ky such that P"kllE and all the terms in the sequence (3.14) which follow P"fell£

are < £ on E. Let fc2 be an integer such that fc2 > nkl. Then nkz > nkl, hence

P"k2l£<e, p"«^"«' <£ on E.

Let  k3 > nkl + nkl, then nk3 > nkl and

P"k3l£ < £, P'*»+"k»li < £, p"^+»-<2+»«11e < g on £;

■■•, etc. In this manner, we obtain a sequence {nk.} of positive integers. We shall

rename it {m¡}. This sequence has the property that, for every positive integer i,

(3.15) Pmil£<£, Pmi+mi-1lE<£,---,Pmi+mi-'+-+m'l£<e

onE.

Now suppose lim sup„_00P"l£is not equal to 0 a.e. (X). Then lim infn^ooP"^.

is not equal to 1 a.e. (X) where E' = X — E. Since, by Lemma 3.2, lim inf„_00P"l£,

is a constant function, lim inf^^F"!,?. = a a.e.(X) for some a < 1. Let b = 1 — a
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and e < bj2. Let i0 be an integer such that i0(b — 2e) > 1. By Lemma 3.8, there

is a point x of X and a positive integer N such that

PNlEfx) <a+e, P*+m'l£.(x) < a + e, -, PAr+m' + " + mi°lE,(x) < a + e.

Then '*

(3.16) PNlEix) >b~e, PN+m'lEix) >b~ e,-, pN+"" + -+m>oiE(x) <b-s.

Now let

Piix,y)= f P^W.^'ly^Aidy,);

p2(x,y)= f   f Wx,y¿]p*(yuy¿ir™yyi,y)MyJMyu,

F¡o(x,y)=  í- í P<N)(x,y1)p<"")(y1,y2)-p""¡o)(yio,y)A(dy1)A(dy2)-A(dyiu),
Je1    J £'

and

X0(x,£) = P"l£(x),

Kyix,E) =  j  p1(x,y)A(dy) = PN/£.Pm'l£(x),

K;o(x,£) =  J  Pioix,y)Xidy) = PNIE.Pm'IE.- P""°-'/£,P""°l£(x).

Then

(3.17) K0(x,E) + Ky(x, E) + - + Kio(x, E) ^ 1.

(3.17) may be proved by an elementary method similar to the one used in the

proof of Lemma 6.1 of [8], or by constructing the infinite product space ii and

the infinite product cr-algebra F as in the proof of Lemma 3.11 and then defining

a probability measure tj on J^ by

x\[XyeAy,-,XneAn]

=   j   ...       p(x,x1)(x1,x2)...p(x„_1,x„)A(dx1)."A(dx„).
Ja'       Ja„

Then the left-hand side of (3.17) is

r\[X„eE for some n equal to one of N, N + my,---,N + my + ••■ + mio].

Now, for 1 ^ fc ̂  ¿0
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PN+m' + - + mtl£(x)

= PNIEPmi+-+mklE(x) + PNIE,PmiIEPm+   +mklE(x) + ».

+ PNIE,Pm'IE, ■■■Pmk-2IE,Pmk-TEPmklE(x) + Kk(x,E).

Applying (3.15), we have

PN + n" + -+mklE(x) ^  [K0(x,E) + ... + Kk_x(x,E)-]E + Kk(x,E)

^ E + Kk(x,E).

Hence Kk(x,E) ^ b — 2e by (3.16). Thus we obtain the inequality

Kx(x,E) +■■■ + Ki0(x,E) ^ i0(b -2e)>1

which contradicts (3.17). Thus the conclusion of Lemma 3.12 is proved.

Theorem 3.7. // P is a X.-continuous, conservative, ergodic and aperiodic

Markov operator whose invariant measure p is infinite, and if E is a set of finite

p measure, then, for every positive number e, there is a set Eecz E such that

p(Ee) < s and lim„^00P"l£_£ = 0 a.e. (X).

Proof. Since £ is a set of finite p measure, liminfn^00P"lF = 0 a.e. (X) by

Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 3.8, for any positive number 8 there is a set A with

X(X — A) < 8 and an increasing sequence {n¡} of positive integers such that the

sequence of functions :

(3.18) P"°l£, PB11£ÎP'"+11£, P"21£, P"2+1l£, PB2+21£, P"31£,-

converges to 0 uniformly on A. We choose 8 to satisfy the condition that

p(E n B) < s whenever X(B) < 8. This is possible because pIE is absolutely con-

tinuous to X. Take Ee to be E — A, then the sequence (3.18) converges to 0 uni-

formly on E — EE. Since 1£_£ ^ 1£, the sequence of functions:

Pool P"»1 P"l+ll D"21
1E-E,¡   r   XE-E >   r 1E-E >    "   iM-B,t

converges to 0 uniformly on E — EB. Applying Lemma 3.12, we have

limn^0OP,'l£_E„ = 0a.e. (X).

Theorem 3.8. // P is a X-continuous, conservative, ergodic and aperiodic

Markov operator whose invariant measure p is infinite, then there is an

increasing sequence {Ek} of sets such that \<J'k = yEk = X and limn_o0P'll£|[ = 0

a.e. (X)for every k.

Proof. Since p is cr-finite, there exists an increasing sequence {Fk} of sets such

that \Jk = yFk = X and p(Fk) < co for every fc. By Theorem 3.7, for each k, there

is a set Ek c Fk such that p(Fk - Ek) < l¡2k and limn_00P"l£k = 0 a.e. (X). We

nay assume the sequence {Ek} to be monotonically increasing. Then
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<
2¿v-j

(00 \ / CO \ r     00

X -  \jEk) = p(X -   \jEk)z%p\   \J(Fk- Ek)l
fc = l      / \ fc =JV       / Lk = l

Hence p(X - (j£°= y Ek) = 0 and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 3.9. Let P be a X-continuous, conservative and ergodic Markov

operator whose invariant measure p is infinite, then there is an increasing

sequence {Ek} of sets such that

CO

[J Ek = X and  lim P"lEk = 0 a.e. (X)fork = 1,2, — .
fc = 1 n-»co

Proof. Since P has a finite period <5, the space X is partitioned into ô sets:

C0,Cy,---,Cö-y, of which each is a #(Ä) atom. Then P4, acting on C¡ alone, is

aperiodic and has plc. as its invariant measure. By Theorem 2.3, pICi is also

infinite. Applying Theorem 3.8, we obtain an increasing sequence {Eiik, fc = l,2,—}

of sets such that C¡ = \Jk = yEi<k and lim„^œP"A 1£. k = 0, a.e. (X). Let

Ek = U?I¿£; ¡k. Then {Ek} is an increasing sequence of sets such that X = U*°=iEjt

and lim„_00P'"5l£|i = 0 a.e. (A) for every fc. Now

P"ô + %k(x)= j P"%kdv?,

hence limn^00P"s+'lEk = 0 a.e. (X) for i = 0,1, — , S — 1 and the conclusion of the

theorem follows immediately.
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